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ABSTRACT 

Nineteen normal-hearing university undergraduates 

performed an "objective" and a "subjective" test of speech 

intelligibility accuracy (SIA), speed (SIS) and ease (SIE) 

for different levels of low-pass filtered speech. During 

objective testing subjects listened to monosyllabic words 

low-pass filtered through an earphone, and repeated words 

as correctly and quickly as possible. They simultaneously 

turned off a probe light as qui~kly as possible whenever 

it appeared. Objective SIA was assessed as percentage of 

incorrectly-repeated phonemes, objective SIS as elapsed 

time between word presentation and a subject's voice re

sponse, and objective SIE as probe-reactiqn time to turning 

off the light. During subjective testing subjects listened 

to common sentences low-pass filtered through a loudspeaker 

in a background of competing speech. Subjective SIA, SIS 

and SIE were assessed using magnitude estimation in which 

subjects assigned numbers to how accurately, quickly or 

easily they understood the sentences. 

The mOf,t important finding was generally improved 

accuracy, speed and ease of objectively- and subjectively

measured speech intelligibility with decreased filtering. 

The experimenter fUrther analyzed results by determining 
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how well each measure of SIA, SIS and SIE met assumptions of 

test sensitivity, selectivity, reliability, convergence, dis

criminability and sufficiency. Overall, the objective SIA 

measure best met assumptions, followed by the three subjec

tive measures, the objective SIS measure, and the objective 

SIE measure. 

Results have clinical and research implications for 

testing and understanding normal and impaired speech intel

ligibility and perception. First, results are encouraging 

for audiologists who use objective SIA and subjective mea

sures to test speech intelligibility of their patients. 

Second, results suggest that persons listening to degraded 

speech, or persons with auditory problems, may have diffi

culties in SIS and SIE as well as problems already documen

ted for SIA. Accordingly, audiologists should consider 

SIS and SIE during audiologic evaluations, aural rehabili

tation, and auditory research. Finally, a few subjects 

showed exceptionally fast voice-response and probe-reaction 

times which has implications for undarstanding the nature 

and limits of hUman auditory processing. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Three dimensions of information processing accu-

racy, speed and ease -- may be especially relevant to human 

speech intelligibility. Henceforth, speech intelligibility 

accuracy (SIA) refers to how correctly a listener identifies 

a meaningful, spoken m es sage. Speech:.I.intelligi bili ty speed 

(SIS) concerns how quickly a listener identifies the message. 

Lastly, speech intelligibility ease (SIE) refers to how much 

processing capacity (also defined as amount of mental resour

ces) a listener allocates to identify the message. 

Audiologists and other auditory researchers usually 

only test a listener's SIA; typically scoring how correctly 

a person repeats preselected, monosyllabic words spoken 

under favorable listening conditions. Yet to measure SIA 

only, and then generalize results to a person's speech 

intelligibility abilities, an audiologist, to some extent, 

must assume the SIA measure is: 

~~it~~ -- persons with similar speech intelligi

bility abilities show similar speech intelligibility results 

when tested under the same listening condition 

~l~.£!iY~ -- persons show different speech intelli

gibility results when tested under different listening 

1 
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conditions; or persons with different speech intelligibility 

abilities show different results when tested under the same 

listening condition 

£2ny~g~! -- results of one measure of a speech 

intelligibility dimension are related to results from another 

measure of the same dimension 

£i~££i~in~n1 -- results from one measure of a speech 

intelligibility dimension are unrelated to results from the 

same or a different measure of a different dimension 

~liabl~ -- a speech intelligibility measure's 

results are similar on repeated administrations under the 

same listening condition 

~~ffi£i~n! -- a speech intelligibility measure's 

results adequately describe a person's speech intelligibil

ity abilities -- suffic1ency encompasse~ the other assump

tions 

SIA tests may not meet these assumptions for several 

related reasons. First, an SIA test with few scarable items 

may show large variability among persons with similar speech 

intelligibility abilities. Increasing the number of scorable 

items or su~plementing the test with SIS orSIE measures may 

improve sensitivity. Second, an SIA test may not detect 

fine speech intelligibility differences among listeners of 

varying abilities or among conditions of varying speech 

degradation, particularly when using nondemanding SIA tests. 

Additional SIS and SIE testing may improve selectivity by 
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revealing subtle differences. Third, SIA test results for 

monosyllabic words heard under favorable listening condi

tions are not always consistent with listener reports of SIA 

difficulties for everyday speech heard in "real-life" lis~ 

tening envi~on~ents. This convergence problem has prompted 

many audiologists to supplement "objective" SIA tests with 

"subjective" speech intelligibility measures. Fourth, audi

ologists have not correlated SIA measures with SIS and SIE 

measures to study test discriminability. Researchers of 

information processing, however, have shown that accuracy 

often is systematically related to speed and ease of proces

sing. Perhaps SIA tests also reflect SIS and SIE. Fifth, 

results of repeated SIA tests may be unreliable because 

SIS and SIE changes between tests.. For example, a listener 

who expends more speech intelligibility resources during one 

SIA test may score higher than during another test. Finally, 

although the most common complaint of hearing-impaired per

sons, or of persons listening to degraded speech, is reduced 

SIA, they sometimes report difficulties in SIS or SIA. Con

sequently, an audiologist or auditory researcher may miss 

valuable information by insufficiently sampling the latter 

two speech intelligibility dimensions. 

Recognizing the importance of these speech intelli

gibility assumptions, and research and clinical errors that 

can ensue from not meeting them, the purposes of this study 

are: 
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1. To describe an objective and a subjective measure 

which samples accuracy. speed and ease of speech intelligi

bility. 

2. To examine how well these measures satisfy afore

mentioned assumptions by using them to test speech iritelli

gibility of normal-hearing persons listening to degraded 

(low-pass filtered) speech. 

3. To suggest applications of these measures and 

implications of their results for normal-hearing and hear

ing-impaired persons based on how well they satisfy speech 

intelligibility assumptions. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

The literature review pertains to accuracy, speed and 

ease of information processing and speech intelligibility. 

A££~~£XL ~~~~ ~n~ ~~~~ 2f Info~~~iQa E~2£~~~ing 

Information processing involves storing information 

(environmental input) in memory, retrieving information from 

memory, and responding to that information by executing a 

movement (Keele, 1973). Each stage can be studied along at 

least three dimensions: accuracy -- how free from error 

information is processed; speed -- how much time is required 

to process information; and ease -- how much mental capacity 

or resources are allocated to process information (Johnston, 

Griffith and Wagstaff, 1972; Johnston, Wagstaff and Grif

fith, 1972). The discussion will emphasize speed and ease 

of information processing as audiologists and auditory re

aearchers are more familiar with processing accuracy. 

Time can limit each stage o£ information processing 

(Keele, 1973). Abstract representations of sensory input 

may persist as long as a second in short-term sensory stor

age, as long as ten to twenty seconds in short-term memory, 

and indefinitely in long-term memory. Information storage 

time also varies with input modality. Sensory storage, for 

5 
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example, is longer for auditory than visual input; thus 

audition is usually a better processor of sequential infor

mation. The next processing stage, information retrieval, 

may require at least one-sixth of a second. This time can 

increase with poor stimu~us discrimination, greater numbers 

of stimuli and responses, poorer correspondence between 

stimulus and response, inadequate practice, and lower pro

bability of a stimulus. Finally, hUmans need at least one

tenth of a second to execute a response to retrieved 

information. Added precision, length and choice of movements 

can increase execution time. 

The most popular measure of processing speed is re

action time, defined as the interval from stimulus onset to 

response onset. Movement speed is usually not included as 

this interval reflects motor skill rather than processing 

time. During reaction-time testing experimenters assume 

that subjects will maximize their speed, but not at the 

expense of reduced accuracy. Accordingly, an experimenter 

may instruct or reward subjects to maximize their accuracy. 

Figure 1 illustrates a curvilinear increase (the well-esta

bilished speed-accuracy trade-off) of performance accuracy 

with reaction time, or vice-versa, as a fUnction of instruc

tions. Interestingly, even when an experimenter instructs 

subjects to optimize their accuracy, their performance usu

ally falls short of maximum accuracy. This suggests that 

the speed task may still affect accuracy (Kantowitz, 1974). 
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The amount of mental resources can also limit in

formation processing. The operative phrase is "humans are 

limited-capacity processors" (Broadbent, 1958), meaning that 

at any moment they can only attend to restricted amounts of 

task information. Proponents of capacity models of atten

tion (Kahneman, 1973; Moray, 1969) envision free allocation 

of mental resources to meet task demands. Two tasks will 

interfere when their combined demands exceed available re

sources. Norman (1976) argues that strict capacity models 

are too flexible in explaining allocation of resources. 

Norman and Bobrow (1975) distinguish instead between re

source-limited and data-limited processes. A resource-limi

ted process occurs when task performance improves with in

creased processing resources. Data-limited processes refer 

to changes in performance dependent on quality of informa

tion, and usually are manifest after resources are depleted. 

Mental resources and consequently task performance 

vary with different stages of information processing, task 

requirements and ambient stimuli. For example, retrieving 

information from memory. moving a switch to a mechanical 

stop. and processing redundant or non-conflicting irrele

vant information require minimal resources (Ells, 1969; 

Keele, 1973; Posner and Keele, 1969). Conversely, organi

zing information for long-term memory and especially re

sponse initiation (an intermediary stage between retrievai 

and response) demand resources (Keele. 1973; Kerr, 1973). 
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Moreover, Neisser (1976) and Hirst, .et ale (1980) argue that 

practice and skill level, and not a fixed amount of mental 

resources, constrain performance on divided-attention tasks. 

Finally, evidence conflicts about effects of noise on re

sources. High pr.moderate intensity noise may improve or 

degrade performance depending on task requirements or proba

bility of stimuli (Hockey, 1970a, 1970b; Houston, 1969). 

Keele (1973) states that noise which arouses a person to 

focus resources on a prlmary task may improve performance on 

that task to the detriment of secondary task performance. 

In the most extensive review of effects of moderate inten

sity noise on performance, Broadbent (1981) concludes that 

humans allocate resources to those tasks which will produce 

the best dividends for the resources expended. 

A popular test of mental capacity or resources is 

probe-reaction-time measurement (Johnston, Grif,fith and 

Wagstaff, 1972; Johnston and Heinz, 1978; Johnston, Wagstaff 

and Griffith, 1972; Kahneman, 1973, Kerr, 1973). In this 

double-stimulation procedure capacity demands of a primary 

task are indicated by reaction time to a secondary task 

(such as pushing a button when a light appears). This tech

nique is compatible with a capacity model of attention. As 

Figure 2 illustrates, capacit~ supplied to a primary task 

increases non-linearly to meet primary task demands. Con

currently, spare capacity for perceptual monitoring of the 

environment decreases non-linearly with increasing primary 
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task demands. During probe-reaction-time testing subjects 

devote their spare capacity to monitor the probe light so 

that their reaction time increases with increasing primary 

task demands. 

Kantowitz (1974) warns that probe-reaction-time 

tasks should reflect but not affect primary task perfor

mance. Consequently, an experimenter should institute 

safeguards to "protect" the primary task: 

1) An experimenter should present probes at variable 

intervals to offset subject expectations of probe presenta

tions (Kahneman, 1973; Kerr, 1973; Posner and Keele, 1970). 

2) An experimenter should emphasize primary task 

performance by instructions, rewards, or both (Johnston, 

Wagstaff and Griffith, 1972; Kahn~man, 1973; Kerr, 1973; 

Norman, 1968). 

3) The experimenter should use a secondary task re

quiring discrete rather than continuous performance to avoid 

switching of attention between primary and secondary tasks 

(Kerr, 1973). 

4) The experimenter should include a no-probe con

trol condition. If this primary-task-only condition yields 

comparable accuracy and speed performance to the probe-reac

tion-time condition, the experimenter can more safely assume 

that the secondary task exerted no effect on the primary 

task (Kantowitz, 1974). 

Although accuracy, speed and ease may vary 
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concurrently, their results are not always redundant. Downs 

and Crum (1978) studied effects of signal-to-competition 

ratio and signal intensity on accuracy and ease of paired

associate learning. They report that neither factor affected 

learning accuracy, while reduced signal-to-compet~tion ratio 

significantly reduced learning ease (probe-reaction time). 

Similarly, Johnston, Griffith and Wagstaff (1972) found that 

recall-learning variables of meaning and list presentation 

position affected accuracy and speed, while ease (probe

reaction time) was the only dimension sensitive to signal

to-competition ratio. They comment,that even if the dimen

sions were redundant, ease measures have an advantage that 

they assess processing at any instant of time. 

A C ~!:!!;£iLL §.12.§. e d ~£ ~~~ .Q.! §.~~a· I!!1.!~J.!igi bi 1 i 1:,y 

The most common complaint of hearing-impaired persons 

or normal-hearing persons listening to degraded speech is 

difficulty in accurately identifying the message (Martin, 

1975). In response, audiologists and other scientists 

have developed a variety of objective SIA measures such as 

phonetically-balanced words (Egan, 1948.; Hirsh, et al., 

1952), rhyming word~ (Fairbanks, 1958; House, et al., 1965), 

children1s words (Haskins, 1949), nonsense. w0~ds (Edgert0n 

and Danhauer, 1979), multiple-choice woxds (Black, 1957), 

synthetic sentences (Jerger, Speaks and Trammell, 1968), and 

question and answer sentences (Hudgins, et al., 1947). They 
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may present these stimul~ at varying intensities, in back

grounds of speech and nonspeech noise, with room reverbera

tion, in the sound field, or combined with speechreading 

or a hearing aid to simulate" "real-world" listening. 

Audiologists may also degrade speech by presenting 

it through low-pass filters, high-pass filters, or both. 

Hirsh, Reynolds and Joseph (1954) measured SIA for filtered 

(60 dB/octave attenuation rate) monosyllabic words in 

normal-hearing listeners. They observed normal SIA for low

pass and high-pass filtering above and below 1600 Hz, 

respectively. French and Steinberg (1947) used sharper 

attenuation than the latter investigators and observed SIA 

syllable scores of 68 - 69 percent for low- and high-pass 

attenuation at 1900 to 1950 Hz. Giolas (1966) and Giolas 

and Epstein (1963) report progressive SIA improvements with 

low-pass fi~tering from monosyllabic words to sentences to 

connected discourse. Others (Bocca, Calearo and Cassinari, 

1954; Bocca, et al., 1955; Jerger, 1960) report that low

pass filtering particularly Teduced SIA of persons with 

temporal lobe lesions. 

Edgerton and Danhauer (1979) state that major 

shortcomings of SIA tests in general, and more ,frequently

used monosyllabic-word tests in particular, are word famil

iarity is too variable, words are too easy, and number of 

scorable words are too few. The two speech intelligibility 
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measures used in this investigation, the revised Peterson 

and Lehiste (1962) consonant-nucleus-consonant (CNC) words 

and Central Institute for the Deaf (SID) Everyday Speech 

Sentences (Davis and Silverman, 1978), to an extent overcome 

shortcomings of SIA tests. Edgerton and Danhauer (1979) 

state that Lehiste and Peterson's control of word familiarity 

is the mo.st rigorous of any monosyllabic word test. Lehiste 

and Peterson (1959) originally compiled 1263 monosyllabic 

CNC words with a Thorndike list frequency of at least one 

per million words. They then assembled ten CNC lists of 50 

words; each list with a phonemic composition of the larger 

corpus of words. In 1962 they revised the ten lists which 

they describe as phonemically-balanced rather than phoneti~ 

cally-bala~ced. Commercial recordings of these lists are 

unavailable. Tillman, Carhart and Wilbur (1963) also caution 

that reliability data are lacking. Boothroyd (1968, 1970, 

1976) and Walker and Boothroyd (1976) state, however, that 

a tester may reduce reliability, familiarity and sample-size 

problems by scoring correctly-repeated phonemes rather than 

words. DUffy (1968) adds that phoneme scoring enhances 

generalizability of Peterson and Lehiste CNC words. 

Everyday Speech Sentences. are ten lists each of ten 

sentences. Davis and Silverman (1978, p. 537) state that 

Everyday Speech Sentences are not a test, but " ••• represents 

a sample of American speech .of high face validity against 
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which more specific tests of intelligibility or of 'correct 

hearing' may be vali~ated." They also mention ten advan

tages of these lists (p. 536): 

1. The vocabulary is appropriate for adults. 

2. The wor~s.appear with high frequency in one or 

more of the well-known word counts of the English 

language. 

3. Proper names and proper nouns are not used. 

4. Common nonslang idioms and contractions are used 

freely. 

5~ Phonemic loading and "tongue-twisting" are avoi-

ded. 

6. Redundancy is high. 

7. The level of abstraction is low. 

8. Gra~matical structure varies freely. 

9. Sentence length varies in the following propor

tion: 

Two to four words 1 

Five to nine words 2 

Ten to twelve words 1 

10. Sentence forms are in the following proportion: 

Declarative 6 

Rising interrogative 1 

Imperative 2 

Falling interrogative 1 

Alpiner (1978) suggests that audiologists supplement pure-
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tone and speech audiometry with ONO word and Everyday Speech 

Sentences tests. 

Although auditory researchers have studied SIS less 

than SIA, some evidence shows a relationship between these 

dimensions. Hecker, Stevens and Williams (1966) had normal

hearing subjects push a button on a display panel which cor

responded to multiple-choice words of the Modified Rhyme 

Test (House, et al., 1965). They report that choice-reac

tion time to pushing the button increased as speech-to-com

petition ratio and SIA of the words decresed. Moreover, 

reaction times also increased with decreasing speech-to

competition ratios even for words only heard correctly. 

The investigators suggest that reaction-time measurements 

may improve sensitivity of speech intelligibility tests, and 

possibly allow for shorter SIA tests. Using a similar pro

cedure Pratt (1981) determined that choice-reaction-time 

measurements permitted finer discrimination in speech intel

ligibility performances among aircrew m~crophones. Steven

son and Martin (1977) .report that hearing-impaired persons 

6howed slower reaction times than normal-hearing persons on 

a two-alternative, forced-choice SIA task, even when SIA was 

90% or higher. Wright, Spanner and Martin (1981) evalu

ated a computer-based, reaction-time audiometer and report 

that forced-choice reaction times better detected effects 

of presentation level on speech intelligibility than SIA 

measurements. SIA also decreases as rate of time-compressed 
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speech increases (Wingfield, 1975; Wingfield, Buttet and 

Sandoval, 1979). Konkle, Beasley and Bess (1977) attribute 

a decrease in SIA of CNC words with time compression, aging 

and presentation level to reduced temporal resolution by 

central auditory processors. Clinically, persons with func

tional hearing losses often show delayed responses to SIA 

test words, suggesting additional retrieval and response 

time to feign in~orrect words. Wood, Goshorn and Peters 

(1977) advise that auditory reaction-time measurement may 

detect functional overlays. Finally, audiologists, recog

nizing that SIS may be poorer for hearing-impaired persons, 

often counsel their families to speak slower (Kasten and 

Warren, 1977). 

A few other researchers have studied SIE in normal

hearing and hearing-impaired persons. Broadbent (1958) 

and Rabbitt (1966) report that normal-hearing listeners may 

obtain comparable SIA scores under different listening con

ditions by exerting unequal amounts of mental resources. 

In another study Rabbitt (1968) states that noise levels 

which do not impair a listener's SIA still can impair cog

nitive operations on information heard. Acknowledging 

weaknesses of only testing SIA, Broadb.ent (1958) emphasizes 

multiple measurements of listening' performance. Clini cally, 

Goetzinger (1978) speculates that extra listening effort 

exerted by hearing-impaired p~rsons may contribute to psy

chological maladjustment. Similarly, Best (1968) questions 
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whether hearing-impaired persons do not exert maximum lis

tening effort because they have failed at so many listening 

tasks. Hearing-impaired listeners also report that binaural 

hearing aids enhance listening ease compared to monaural 

amplification even though they may show comparable SIA 

(Bergman, 1957; Carhart, 1958; Kodman, 1961). Lastly, 

Downs (1982) tested 23 hearing-impaired adults and found 

significant improvements in SIA for CNC words and SIE on a 

probe-reaction-time task when they used a hearing aid. 

Audiologists, dissatisfied with objective SIA tests, 

have developed subjective communication measures. One group 

of tests are hearing handicap profiles, inventories, ques

tionnaires, and scales (Alpiner, et al., 1974; Giolas, et 

al., 1979; High, Fairbanks and Glorig, 1964; Noble and 

Atherly, 1970; Sanders, 1975). As with objective tests, 

items sampling SIA rather than SIS or SIE dominate these 

measures. Audiologists also use subjec~ive speech intelli

gibility tests for hearing aid selection, including listener 

preferences (Chaiklin and Stassen, 1968; Jeffers, 1960; 

Miller and Niemoller, 1967) and paired-comparisons (Stude

baker, Bisser and Van Ort, 1980; Zerlin, 1962). Ross (1972) 

states that subjective judgements may benefit hearing aid 

selection. 

Auditory researchers rarely have studied speech in

telligibility by magnitude estimation -- the most frequently 

used subjective measure of auditory sensation. Magnitude 
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estimation refers to judging psychological extent of an en

tity as a function of physical extent of that entity. Al

though philosophers and scientists have used versions of 

magnitude estimation for centuries, S. S. stevens (1975) 

refined and popularized the technique. Briefly, an experi

menter randomly presents a subject with different levels of 

a physical stimulus. The subject then assigns a number to 

each stimulus relative to the other stimuli. With only one 

replication at each level and as few as ten subjects an ex

perimenter can compute.relatively linear conversions of 

power functions. A power function shows that equal stimu

lus ratios correspond to equal sensation levels when plotted 

on a log-log scale. Stevens and his colleagues have estima

ted magnitudes for numerous sensat~ons within and across 

senses. Although exponents of power functions often vary 

for different stimuli, Stevens (1975) considers that sta

bility, simplicity and adaptability of magnitude estimation 

renders it a useful research technique. 



CHAPTER 3 

METHOD 

Nineteen university undergraduates (16 women and 3 

men) served as subjects. They ~anged from 19 to 25 years 

old inclusive (mean age of 21.5 years); had bilateral, pure-

tone, air-conduction thresholds equal to or better than 

15-dB hearing level (HL) (ANSI, 1969) at octave frequencies 

from 250 - 4000 Hz inclusive; spoke English as their first 

language; and reported no significant visual defects (cor-

rected vision accepted) nor neurological disturbance. 

Objective speech intelligibility words were tape-

recorded (Northwestern University non-commercial recording), 

male-speaker, 50-item lists one-to-ten of the revised Peter

son and Lehiste CNC words (Appendix A). Subjective speech 

intelligibility sentences were tape-recorded (University of 

Arizona non-commercial recording), male-speaker, 24 four-item 

lists compiled randomly from the 100 CID Everyday Speech 

Sentences (Appendix B). Subjective speech competition was 

a tape recording (Northwestern University non-commercial 

recording) of four men and four women reading connected dis-

course. Speech competition was recorded on a separate track 

20 
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of the Everyday Speech Sentences tape. The experimenter 

also tape recorded 7.8-volt, 200~Hz pure tones of at least 

1000-msec duration on a separate track of the CNC-word tape. 

The pure tones were recorded between 215 - 825 msecs (mean 

of 533 msecs)o after v9i~e-offset of five randomly-selected 

words in each CNC list. The temporal position of pure tones 

relative to CNC words approximated a response-initiation 

stage of information processing, while pure tones were ran

domized among lists to offset subject expectations of probe 

presentations. Finally, five 200-Hz pure tones were tape 

recorded at random intervals before CNC list one (baseline1 ) 

and after CNC list ten (baseline 2 ). The 250-second duration 

of each baseline recording corresponded to the time to com

plete a CNC list. CNC words, Everyday Speech Sentences, 

speech competition and pure tones were tape recorded to cor

respond to the level of a 1000-Hz calibration tone monitored 

on the V-U meter of a tape recorder. 

!EE~£~!~~ 

The subject sat in a double-wall, Industrial Acou-

stics Company auditory test booth. During hearing evalua

tions a Maico-20 portable audiometer delivered pure tones to 

TDH-39 earphones mounted in MX-41/AR cushions. During sub

jective speech intelligibility testing (Figure 3) a Teac-160 

stereo, cassette tape recorder channelled Everyday Speech 

Sentences and speech competition to separate Crown D60 
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amplifiers, separate Hewlett Packard-350D attenuators, a 

600-0hm mixer, an Allison 2BR filter, a transformer and a 

loudspeaker. The loudspeaker was situated at zero degrees 

azimuth, one meter from the center of the subject's head. 

During objective speech intelligibility testing (Figure 

4) the cassette tape recorder channelled eNe words to an 

amplifier, attenuator. filter, transformer and TDH-39 ear

phone mounted in an MX-41/AR cushion. The cassette tape 

recorder also delivered eNe words."(for tape recording and 

experimenter monitoring) and Everyday Speech Sentences (for 

experimenter monitoring only) to either an Akai 1710 or Akai 

M7 stereo, reel-to-reel tape recorder. The subject respon

ded to objective and subjective tasks via an overhead 

microphone positioned less than 34 centimeters (approxi

mately.one msec of sound travel time) from the lips. Sub

ject responses to eNe words were recorded on a separate 

track of the reel-to-reel tape rerecording of eNe words. 

The experimenter calibrated earphones and loudspea

kers weekly using a Bruel and Kjaer 2204 pulse-pressure 

sound level meter coupled to a 1613 octave filter. 

During loudspeaker calibration the sound level meter micro

phone was situated at the average ear level and position 

occupied by the center of a subject's head during the exper

iment. 

During baseline-reaction time testing and objective 
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speech intelligibility testing (Figure 4) the cassette ~ape 

recorder channelled the 200-Hz pure tones to an amplifier, 

experimenter probe-light switches, and to a 6.3-volt, 250-

milliampere red panel light. The light, 1.5 centimeters in 

diameter, was mounted in a black plastic housing and in

stalled on the booth's wall at zero degrees azimuth and at 

1.2 meters from the center of the subject's head. The 

experimenter dimmed sound-booth light to a constant level to 

emphasize illumination of the probe light. The 200-Hz pure 

tone was also delivered to a transformer and Hewlett Pack

:axd~5512A electronic counter. Subjects held a push-button 

switch in their preferred handto turn off the light and stop 

the electronic counter. 

During off-line, objective SIS analysis the reel-to

reel tape recorder delivered CNC words and subject responses 

to the mixer, filter (low-pass below 102-Hz, ~-power cut-off 

frequency at 39 dB/octave), loudspeaker, and analog-to-digi

tal (A-D) converter. of a Data General Nova-3 computer. A 

non-commercial click generator delivered a 13-volt pulse to 

another A-D converter. The computer stored speech input 

on floppy diskettes. Finally, the computer routed speech 

waveforms to an RM-504 oscilloscope. 

UE..£~:!:!ll 

After subject interview, informed consent, and pure-

tone testing the experimenter tested subjects on the 
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subjective task -- magnitude estimation of accuracy, speed 

and ease of speech intelligibility. Subjects initi~~ly~ 

practiced magnitude estimation by estimating apparent areas 

of five circles. If a subject had no difficulty with this 

task (no subject did) the experimenter presented groups of 

four Everyday Speech Sentences and speech competition 

through both loudspeakers at 45-dB HL under one of four 

filter conditions (Table 1). The experimenter instructed 

subjects to assign a number to how accurately, easily or 

quickly they understood the four sentences (See Appendix C 

for verbatim instructions). The experimenter then changed 

the filter to another randomly-selected condition and pre

sented four new sentences. This procedure continued until 

a subject estimated two magnitudes at all four filter con

ditions for a speech intelligibility dimension. The subject 

then did the same for the other two dimensions using new 

numbers if desired. The experimenter randomized presenta

tion order among the three dimensions. 

After a respite the experimenter tested subjects on 

the objective task. During baseline-reaction-time testing 

the experimenter instructed subjects to push the button 

immediately upon seeing the light (See Appendix C for verba

tim instructions). Subjects initially practiced the task 

for probe lights activated manually by the experimenter. 

Practice continued until a subject had three consecutive 

reaction times within a 50-msec range. After reaching 



Table 1. Experimental filter conditions 

--~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

~-power cut-off frequency 
(H z) 

No filter 

2550 

1275 

625 

low-pass filter 
attenuation rate 

(dB/octave) 

44.2 

41.9 

38.7 

27 
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proficiency the subject completed five baseline
1 

reaction 

time trials. The experimenter recorded reaction times for 

each trial in five-msec increments, which was equivalent to 

the period of a 200-msec cycle registered on the electronic 

counter. 

During probe-reaction-time testing the experimenter 

presented nine of the ten ONO lists through an earphone at 

40-dB (re: pure tone average at 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz). Ten 

subjects performed the task with the earphone on the right 

ear and nine subjects performed the task with earphone on 

the left earphone. Eight randomly-selected ONO lists (two 

lists for each filter condition) were presented with probe 

light presentation. The other list was a control presented 

without the probe light under one of the four randomly

selected filter conditions. The experimenter randomized the 

sequence of probe and no-probe reaction-time tasks and fil: 

ter conditions to offset effects of list order. To control 

further for practice, no filter condition was presented a 

second time until the other filter conditions were presented 

at least once. The experimenter instructed subjects to 

repeat words as quickly as possible and to guess words dif

ficult to understand. During probe lists the subject also 

was instructed to push the button as quickly as possible 

when the light appeared. Subjects were cautioned not to 

let speed of their verbal or reaction-time responses inter

fere with correctly repeating ONO words (See Appendix C for 
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verbatim instructions). To further protect SIA, subjects 

received one-half cent for every phoneme they repeated cor

rectly throughout the task. To reduce fatigue, subjects 

took another respite midw~y through the objective task. 

Finally, objective testing concluded with baseline 2 reac

tion-time testing. 

The experimenter performed objective SIS analysis 

off-line for five, randomly-preselected, CNC words in each 

list. These words were the same for all subjects. The 

experimenter heard tape recordings via a loudspeaker and 

manually triggered a pulse from the click generator immedi

ately before the phrase "say th~ word". The computer 

sampled 1000 data points in a 5000-msec epoch, providing 

a five-msec interval at each data pOint. The experimenter 

stored samples on floppy diskettes and displayed correspon

ding speech waveforms on the oscilloscope. The experimenter 

then positioned a cursor at a data point coinciding with 

CNC word voice-offset and recorded this latency. Voice

offset was predetermined as a .35-microvolt increase or 

decrease in voltage from two consecutive following data 

points. The experimenter repositioned the cursor to a data 

point coinciding with voice-onset of the subject's response, 

and recorded this latency. Voice-onset was predetermined 

as a .35-microvolt increase or decrease in voltage from two 

consecutive preceding data points. The differences between 

latencies was voice-response time. 
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Experimental null hypotheses and their relevance were: 

In the population sampled, subjects' objective or sub
jective SIA, SIS or SIE re.sults were the same among 
the four filter .conditions. (This null hypothesis 
addressed the sensitivity and selectivity assumptions) 

In the population sampled, correlations among subjects' 
objective and subjective SIA, SIS and SIE results were 
zero. (This null hypothesis addressed the reliability, 
convergence and discriminability assumptions) 

Mean baseline 1 and baseline 2 reaction times were drawn 
from populations having the same mean. (This null 
hypothesis addressed practice or fatigue effects of the 
objective SIE measure) 

Mean objective SIA or SIS results for probe and no
probe conditions were drawn from populations having the 
same mean. (This null hypothesis addressed whether 
probe-reaction time testing affected objective SIA or 
SIS results) 

Statistical tests applied to these null hypotheses were: 

Friedman's test, N~menyi's specific-comparisons test, 
and eta-squared (~ ) strength-of-association test 

Spearman's rank-order correlation 

t-test for correlated means, ~2 strength-of-association 
test 

Sign test 

Non-parametric statistical tests were preferred to 

their more powerful parametric counterparts to test null 

hypotheses one, two and four for several reasons. 

1) The experimenter analyzed all subjective measure 

data on an ordinal scale. Ordinal rather than interval scal-

ing was preferred because som~subjects assigned lower 

rather than higher numbers to higher magnitude estimates, and 
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because a f~w subjects estimated magnitudes using zero or 

negative numbers suggesting they were not using ratio sca-

ling. Interestingly, most subjects chose numbers from one 

to ten for magnitude estimation. 

2) Interval objective measure data were converted 

to ordinal data for consistent comparison with subjective 

measure data. 
\. 

3) The experimenter'used the Sign test to compare 

SIA and SIS results between probe and no-probe lists for 

the same randomly-selected filter condition because these 

filter conditions were different among subjects. 

The experimenter tested null hypotheses using a 

p< .05 minimum error rate. The .05 level is preferred to 

a more stringent level in lieu of committing a Type I rather 

than a costlier Type II error. That is, one might infer 

from a Type II error that there are no significant differ-

ences in SIA, SIS or SIE among filter conditions, and 

therefore mistakenly believe that effects of filtering on 

speech intelligibility are inconsequential. One might also 

infer from a Type II error that there are no fatigue or 

practice effects for baseline or probe-reaction time test-

ing, or that probe-reaction time testing does not affect 

SIA or SIS. 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

Results of objective and subjective measures of 

speech intelligibility accuracy (SIA), speed (SIS) and ease 

(SIE) are described for each test assumption. Again, these 

assumptions are: sensitivity (persons with similar speech 

intelligibility abilities show similar speech intelligibil

ity results when tested under the same listening condition); 

selectivity (persons show different speech intelligibility 

results when tested under different listening conditions, 

or persons with different speech intelligibility abilities 

show different results when tested under the same listening 

condition); convergence (results of one measure of a speech 

intelligibility dimension are relate~ to results from another 

measure of the same dimension); discriminability (results of 

one measure of a speech intelligibility dimension are unrela

ted to results from the same or a different measure of a 

different dimension); reliability (a speech intelligibility 

measure's results are similar on repeated administrations 

under the same listening condition); and sufficiency 

(a speech intelligibility measure's results adequately 

describe a person's speech intelligibility abilities 

ficiency encompasses the other assumptions). 
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suf-
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Higher sensitivity is indicated if subjects show 

increasingly similar results for the same filter condition 

(no-filter, 2550-Hz, 1275-Hz and 625-Hz), the same speech 

intelligibility dimension (SIA, SIS or SIE), and the same 

measure (objective or subjective). Higher selectivity is 

indicated if each subject shows increasingly different re

sults among filter conditions, for the same dimension and 

the same measure. Statistically, higher sensitivity trans

lates to lower between-subject variability for the same 

filter condition, while higher selectivity translates to 

higher within-subject variability among filter conditions. 

Finally, higher sensitivity and selectivity are indicated 

by a lower overall p-value during significance testing 

among filter conditions, by a higher strength-of-association 

between experimental variance 'and filter conditions, and by 

significantly different results between specific comparisons 

of filter conditions. 
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Objective data were analyzed for the eight GNG lists 

administered with probe lights. Initially, the experimenter 

computed objective SIA as the percentage of a subject's pho

neme errors for the two GNG lists for each filter condition; 

objective SIS as the mean voice-response time of the ten pre

selected GNG words for the two lists for each filter condi

tion; and objective SIE as the difference (equivalent to 

probe-reaction time) between the mean of each subject's ten 



baseline-reaction times (baselineT ) and the mean of thair 

ten reaction times to probe lights presented during the two 

CNC lists for each filter condition. 1 For each dimension 
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the experimenter then ranked results of the four filter con-

" ditions on an integer scale from one to four. Throughout 

objective data analysis lower ranks are associated with high

er accuracy (fewer phoneme errors), greater speed (faster 

voice-response times) and greater ease (faster probe-reaction 

times) of CNC-word intelligibility. 

Figure 5 includes group results for each filter con-

dition of each objective dimension. Subjects show better 

accuracy, speed and ease of CNC-word intelligibility as fil-

tering decreases. Further, between-subject variability is 

lowest and within-subject variability is highest for SIA 

followed by SIS and SIE. 

Table 2 includes inferential statistical analysis of 

objective results. Friedman1s test results indicate signi-

ficant overall differences among filter conditions for all 

objective dimensions. Strength-of-association (71 2 ) results 

indicate that filtering accounts for a larger portion of the 

differences in results among filter conditions for SIA and 

SIS than for SIE. Nemenyi's specific comparisons test 

1. The experimenter failed to reset reaction-time 
switches for three of the total 760 probes. Consequently, 
nine rather than ten probe-reaction times were averaged for 
affected CNC lists. 
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Figure 5. Medians (dots) and average absolute devia
tions (bars) £or objectively-and subjectively
measured dimensions as a £unction o£ £ilter 
condition (NF = no £ilter. Uncrossed bars 
indicate upper and lower limits of ranks) 



Table 2. In£erential statistical analysis o£ objectively-and subjectively
measured sensitivity and selectivity £or three speech intelligibility 
dimensions and £our £ilter conditions 

Measure & Signi£icance Strength-o£- Speci£ic Experimentwise 
Dimension Level Association Comparisons Error Rate 

(Friedman) (,2) (Nemenyi) 

~~j::~iv:----~2(~~;)-:-;;~~-------~;;--------6;;~-~;;;-;;;;;-~------~-Z~05----
SIA r p <. .001 no £il ter 

Objective X?(3,18) = 47.2. .63 625)2550 & no p <..05 
SIS r p < .001 £ilter 

Objective 
SIE 
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Subjective 
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Subjective 
SIE 

-x2 
( 3 , 1 8) = 1 9 • 5 

r p , .001 

X;(3,18) = 55.5 
p < .001 

;c:; ( 3 , 18) = 43. 5 
p < .001 

x2 (3,18) = 56.2 
r 

p < .001 
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results indicate significantly poorer objective SIA, SIS 

and SIE for the 625-Hz than for the 2550-Hz and no filter 

conditions; significantly poorer objective SIA for the 

1275-Hz than for the 2550-Hz and no-filter conditions; and 

significantly poorer objective SIS for the 1275-Hz than for 

the no-filter condition. Use of Nemenyi's test rather than 

a more powerful specific comparisons test may account for 

fewer significant differences among conditions. For example, 

all subjects had more phoneme errors for the 625-Hz than for 

the 1275-Hz condition, and the same number of or more phoneme 

errors for the 2550-Hz than the no-filter condition. Yet 

statistically significant differences are not indicated 

between these conditions. 

The experimenter analyzed subjective sensitivity 

and selectivity by averaging both magnitude estimates for 

each filter condition of each dimension. For each dimension 

the experimenter then ranked averages of the four filter 

conditions on an integer scale from one to four. Throughout 

data analysis lower subjective ranks are associated with 

more accurate, quicker and easier understanding of Everyday 

Speech Sentences. 

Figure 5 also includes group results for each filter 

condition of each subjective dimension. Subjects typically 

understand sentences more accurately, quickly and easily as 

filtering decreases. For all three dimensions, between-sub

ject variability is lowest and within-subject variability is 
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highest among the 1275-Hz and 625-Hz conditions. 

Table 2 includes inferential statistical analysis of 

subjective results. Friedman's test results indicate signi

ficant overall differences among filter conditions for all 

suojective dimensions. Strength-of-association (~2) results 

indicate that filtering accounts for a large portion of the 

differences in results among filter conditions for all sub

jective dimensions. Nemenyi's specific comparisons test 

results indicate significantly poorer subjective SIA and SIE 

for the 625-Hz and 1275-Hz conditions than for other filter 

conditions; significantly poorer subjective SIS for the 

625-Hz condition than.other filter ~onditions; and signifi

cantly poorer subjective SIS for the 1275-Hz condition than 

the 2550-Hz and no-filter conditions. Although 18 of 19 

subjects show poorer subjective SIA and SIE for the 625-Hz 

than for the 1275-Hz condition, the dif~erence was not sta

tistically significant, possibly reflecting reduced power 

of Nemenyi's test. 

In summary, all objective and subjective measures 

show relatively good sensitivity and selectivity for group 

results (that is, statistically significant differences 

among filter conditions). However, closer inspection of 

between- and within-subject variability, and the association 

between this var~ability and effects of filtering, show 

varying sensitivity and selectivity among measures and 

dimensions. Specifically, sensitivity and selectivity are 
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highest for objective SIA, followed by the three subjective 

dimensions, objective SIS and objective SIE. 

E~li~i1i!~ 

Higher reliability is indicated if a subject shows 

similar results (a high correlation 6oefficient) for re

peated tests of the same dimension and measure. 

The experimenter analyzed objective measure reli

abil~ty for the eight ONO lists administered with probe 

lights. For each list the experimenter co~puted the per

centage of phoneme errors (SIA), the mean of the five 

voice-response times (SIS), and the difference (equivalent 

to probe-reaction time) between a subject's baseline T reac

tion time and the mean of their five reaction times to the 

probe light (SIE). For each dimension the experimenter 

separately ranked each subject's results for the first four 

lists administered (one list for each filter condition) and 

for the second four lists administered (one list for each 

filter condition). Each subject's first and second rankings 

for the same filter condition and dimension were then corre

lated using Spearman's rank-difference correlation. Thus 

the experimenter computed 19 correlation coefficients (one 

for each subject) for each dimension. 

Uppermost circled numbers in Table 3 are the median 

and average absolute deviations of the 19 subjects' correla

tions for each objective dimension. High median correlations 



Table 3. Multidimension-multimethod matrix (Campbell and Fiske, 1959) showing 
association between speech intelligibility dimensions and methods 
(Top number in eabh pair is the median correlation coefficient for 
19 subjects and bottom number is the average absolute deviation for 
their correlations. Reliability correlations are inside circles, 
convergence correlations are inside dashed diagonals, and discrimi
nability correlations are outside circles and dashed diagonals) 
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are indicated for objective SIA and SIS, while a moderate 

median correlation is indicated for SIE. Between-subject 

correlation variability is greater for SIS and SIE than 

for SIA. Remarkably, 11 subjects had an SIA reliability 

coefficient of 1.0 and no subject had an SIA reliability 

coefficient less than .80. 
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The experimenter analyzed subjective measure relia

bility for each dimension by separately ranking a subject's 

first four magnitude estimates for each filter condition and 

second four magnitude estimates for each filter condition. 

Each subject's first and second rankings for the same filter 

condition and dimension were correlated using Spearman's 

rank-difference correlation. Lowermost circled numbers:in 

Table 3 are the median and average absolute deviations of 

the 19 subjects' correlations for each subjective dimension. 

High median correlations and relatively low between-subject 

correlation variability is indicated for all three subjec

tive dimensions. 

In summary, reliability is highest for objective 

SIA, followed by the three subjective dimensions, objective 

SIS, and objective SIE. 

Q£nY~~n£~ 

Higher convergence is indicated if subjects show 

similar results (a high correlation coefficient) between 

objective and subjective measurements of the same speech 

intelligibility dimension. 



The experimenter analyzed convergence by averaging 

results for each filter condition of the same dimension 
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for both objective and subjective measures. The means for 

each filter condition were then ranked. Finally, the exper

imenter correlated each subject's objective and subjective 

rankings for each dimension using Spearman's rank-difference 

correlation. Values inside dashed diagonals in Table 3 are 

the median and average absolute deviations of the 19 sub

jects~ correlations for each dimension. Highest median 

correlations and lowest intersubject variability is indi

cated for SIA followed by SIS and SIE. Stated differently, 

a large portion (90%) of objective SIA variance among filter 

conditions is predicted from subjective SIA variance among 

filter conditions, and vice-versa. In contrast, 64% of 

obje~tive SIS variance and 16% of SIE variance is predicted 

from their subjective correlates, and vice-versa. The 

extent of correlations between objective and subjective 

dimensions is visualized in Figure 5 by comparing similarity 

of their slopes. The greater the similarity the higher the 

expected correlation. 

In summary, although convergence is apparent for all 

dimensions, the association between objective and subjective 

measurement of the same dimension declines from SIA to SIS 

to SIE. 

Qis££imi~~£ilit~ 

Higher discriminability is indicated if subjects 



show dissimilar results (a low correlation coefficient) 

between dimensions for the same or different method. 
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The experimenter analyzed discriminability by aver

aging results for each filter condition of the same dimen

sion for objective and subjective measures. The means for 

each filter condition of each dimension were then ranked. 

Finally, the experimenter correlated each subject's rankings 

for each dimension with their rankings for other dimensions; 

both for the same and different method. Values outside of 

circles and dashed diagonals in Table 3 are median and 

average absolute deviations of the 19 subjects' correlations 

among dimensions. Moderate-to-high correlations are indica

ted. Their values are also similar to those in the conver

gence diagonal and reliability circles, particularly when 

compared with correlations for the same dimensions. These 

relatively high correlations are also visualized in Figure 

5 as similar slopes among dimensions. 

In summary, discriminability was moderate-to-low 

for speech intelligibility dimensions. 

S u ££i.£~!l.£:l 

Higher sufficiency is indicated if subjects show 

higher sensitivity, selectivity, reliability, convergence, 

and lower discriminability. Accordingly, sufficiency is 

highest for objective SIA, followed by subjective dimen

sions, objective SIS, and objective SIE. 
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Q£n t r £1 !:1~~:!ll:ll 

The experimenter computed a mean baseline-reaction 

time for each subject's five baseline1 and five baseline 2 

presentations. A t-test for correlated means indicates 

significantly Jonger (p ~ .05) baseline 1 than baseline 2 

reaction times. This finding suggests that practice may 

have influenced baseline-reaction times and thereby probe

reaction times. Group data support this suggastion. That 

is, group-mean baseline
1 

reaction times are 26.7'msecs 

slower than baseline 2 reaction times. Similarly, group-mean 

probe-reaction times for the first four CNC lists are 20.1 

msecs slower than for probe-reaction times for the second 

four CNC lists. 

The experimenter used the Sign test to compare SIA 

and SIS results between probe and no-probe lists performed 

for the same filter condition. Sign test results indicate 

no significant difference (p'> .05) in either percentage of 

phoneme errors or voice-response times between probe and 

no-probe lists. This finding suggests that probe-reaction 

time testing did not significantly influence objective SIA 

or SIS results. 

ill~ F i !!.!!i.!!£:~ 

Group and individual objective raw data indicate 

other interesting findings. Table 4 shows means, standard 

deviations and ranges for the three objective dimensions, 



Table 4. Objective SIA, SIS and SIE group raw d~ta (X = mean, SD = standard devia
tion, R = range) 

Dimension 
& Heasure 

SIA 
phoneme errors 
(percentage) 

SIS 
voice-response time 
(milliseconds) 

SIE 
probe-reaction time 
(milliseconds) 

No Filter 

x = .29 
SD = .25 

R = 0-.7 

X = 422 
SD = 201 

R = 87-917 

x = 
SD = 

R = 

50 
49 
{-64)-135 

Eilt~~ Q£~£i~i£~ 

2550-Hz 

x = .82 
SD = .57 

R = 0-1.7 

x = 461 
SD = 165 

R = 269-946 

x = 54 
SD = 69 

R = {-38)-267 

1275-Hz 

x = 6.6 
SD = 2.2 

R = 4-12 

x = 561 
SD = 182 

R = 278-1052 

x = 77 
SD = 71 

R = {-77)-261 

625-Hz 

x = 
SD = 

R = 

28.1 
12.1 
6-49.3 

X = 744 
SD = 240 

R = 488-1258 

X = 
SD = 

R = 

102 
49 
4-209 

__________________________________ 0 ______ " _______________________________________ _ 

~ 
Vl 
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as a fUnction of filter condition. Between-subject variabil

ity is relatively high for SIS and SIE for all filter condi

tions. However, SIA between-subject variability is high 

only for the 625-Hz condition. Apparently, sever.e filtering 

can accentuate SIA differences among presumably homogeneous, 

normal-hearing subjects. 

A few subjects show exceptionally fast voice-response 

and probe-reaction times. Keele (1973) states that 1/6 of a 

second is a human's minimum reaction time between signal 

presentation and initiating a movement in response to the 

signal. A few subjects, however, h~ve voice-response times 

to eNe words shorter than even 100-msecs. Figure 6 shows 

an oscilloscopic display of a subject who initiated his re

sponse 60 msecs before the eNe stimulus word was terminated. 

Similarly, a few subjects have faster mean reaction times 

to the probe light when performing the speech intelligibil

ity task than for their mean b~seline baselineT reaction 

times. Figure 4 depicts this finding as negative probe

reaction times for the range statistic, and as probe-reac

tion time means and standard deviations that are nearly 

equal. Significantly, these excaptionally fast voice-re

sponse and probe-reaction times occur almost exclusively for 

the 2550-Hz and no-filter conditions. Moreover, these fast 

times most often accompany high SIA. 
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Figure 6. Oscilloscopic display of a subject's voice
response time to a CNC word low-pass filtered 
above 2550 Hz (Upper trace is speaker saying 
"say the word mill". Lower trace is subject 
saying "mill". Time frame = .5 seconds/divi-
sion. Voice-response time = -60 msecs) . 



CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

Purposes of this investigation were: 1) to describe 

an objective and a subjective measure of accuracy, speed and 

ease of speech intelligibility; 2) to examine how well these 

measures satisfy assumptions of test sensitivity, selectiv

ity, convergence, discriminability, reliability, and suffi

ciency for normal-hearing persons listening. to low-pass 

filtered speech; and 3) to suggest applications of these 

measures and implications of their results for normal-hearing 

persons based on how well they satisfy speech intelligibility 

assumptions. Because the first and second purposes have been 

examined in previous chapters, they will be discussed rela

tive to the third purpose, which is the focus of the discus-

sion. 

The objective SIA measure met speech intelligibility 

assumptions better than all other objective and subjective 

measures. Subjects with similar hearing showed low between

subject variability at most filter conditions (sensitivity), 

while they showed high within-subject variability among 

filter conditions (selectivity) during objective SIA 

testing. In addition, they showed similar results on re

test (reliability), while objective SIA results were highly 

48 
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correlated with subjective SIA results (convergence). And 

although objective SIA discriminability was moderate to low, 

this was true of all other objective and subjective dimen

sions. Indeed, reduced discriminability among dimensions 

probably reflects well-documented relationships and redun

dancies among accuracy, speed and ease measures. Because 

test sufficiency encompasses all other assumptions, results 

indicate the objective SIA measure best met the sufficiency 

assumption. Further, the measure's high reliability implies 

that one rather than two eNe lists may have sufficiently de

scribed subjects' speech intelligibility abilities. Overall, 

objective SIA results were encouraging for audiologists and 

researchers who test audition with monosyllabic words and 

then generalize results to "real-world" listening. 

The objective SIS measure did not satisfy speech 

intelligibility assumptions. as well as the objective SIA 

measure, yet it satisfied assumptions better than the objec

tive SIE measure. Possible reasons are that fewer voice

response and probe-reaction times were sampled than pho

nemes, practice may have slightly affected objective SIA 

results, and (as depicted in Table 4) voice-response and 

probe-reaction times may be inherently more variable among 

persons than phoneme errors. Automating voice-response 

time analysis could increase sample size and thereby 

improve clinical utili ty of the SIS measu.re. Conversely, 

increasing probe-reaction time presentations per eNe list 



could harm the integrity of the task by increasing probe 

predictability and affecting SIA and SIS results. Conse

quently, the probe-reaction time task may have limited 

clinical utility with individual patients. Both objective 

SIS and SIE measures, however, are useful research tools as 

they can show statistically significant and potentially im

portant group results. 
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Subjective measure results were impressive. First, 

only one of 19 subjects reported difficulty estimating 

speech intelligibility magnitudes. Second, sensitivity, 

selectivity and reliability were high for all subjective di

mensions. Convergence also was high for SIA and SIS, while 

lower SIE convergence may refl.ect reduced sensitivity, ,:, 

selectivity and reliability of objective SIE. Third, low 

discriminability among subjective dimensions suggests that 

one rather than three dimensions sufficiently described sub

jects' sentence understanding. 

Although objective SIA was the most sufficient mea

sure of speech intelligibility, when cautiously generalized, 

results of other objective and subjective measures may have 

implications for understanding normal and impaired speech 

perception. Indeed, results of filtered-speech experiments 

often are used to predict effects of degraded listening con

ditions and hearing loss on speech intelligibility. Accor

dingly, objective and subjective SIS and SIE results suggest 

that people may require more time and mental resources to 
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understand progressively degraded speech. While speech was 

low-pass filtered in this experiment, similar trends may 

occur for speech degraded by high or band-pass filtering, 

attenuated signal intensity, reduce~ speech-to-competition 

ratio, increased reverberation, and peripheral or central 

auditory disorders. Regarding auditory disorders, results 

imply that high-tone hearing losses may impair SIS and SIE 

as well as SIA. Room noise and reverberation could exacer

bate these problems. 

Audiologists should consider all three speech intel

ligibility dimensions during audiologic evaluation and aural 

rehabilitation. For example, improviag SIA by amplifica

tion, speechreading or altering the listening environment 

may improve SIS and SIE as well. As stated earlier, Downs 

(1982) reported that hearing-aid use improved objective 

SIA and SIE of hearing-impaired persons. Because of its 

simple and quick administration, audiolog.ists may also try 

magnitude estimation to quantify subjective speech intelli

gibility differences among hearing aids. 

Subjective measure results also suggest that a per

son's impressions of speech understanding problems may be 

valid, reliable and informative. Moreover, when they men

tion problems in "understanding speech" they may be referring 

collectively to all speech intelligibility dimensions. Con

sequently, an audiologist may ask specifically about each 

dimension. Because current hearing handicap questionnaires 



include few items sampling SIS and SIE, an audiologist may 

supplement them with questions about. these dimensions. 

Counselling of hearing-impai.red patients and their 

families should include information about SIS and SIE. 
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Family members should be instructed that a hearing-impaired 

person may require that speakers talk slower. If family 

members complain that the hearing-impaired person "does not 

pay attent~on", the reason may be that after allocating 

maxicium resources they still misinterpret the message (that 

is, their speech intelligibility is data-limited), or because 

speech intelligibility demands are so great that listening 

is not worth the effort (that is, their speech intelligibil

ity is resource limited). Finally, SIS and SIE implications 

may be applied to persons with central auditory disorders 

as research already indicates that they have increased 

SIA difficulties for low-pass filtered speech. 

Group and individual raw data for the objective 

measure are intriguing because they provide insight into 

the nature and limits of hUman spee~h perception. First, 

relatively high between-subject variability in phoneme 

errors for the 625-Hz condition suggest that SIA differences 

may exist even among presumabl~ homogeneous, n0rmal-hearing 

subjects. Interestingly, th~s finding is analogous to 

increased between-subject SIA variability among persons with 

severe high-tone hearing losses. The variability in normal

hearing persons may represent normal variations with reduced 
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message redundancy, or may reflect subtle processing (for 

example, auditory -closure) differences accentuated by stres-

sing the auditory system, or both. 

Unexpected findings of exceptionally fast voice-

response and probe-reaction times exemplify the importance 

of studying SIS and SIE as well as SIA. That a few subjects 

could begin repeating GNG words soon after or even before 

the stimulus word was entirely spoken suggests simultaneous 

use of different mental processes. That is, subjects may. 

have stored, encoded and retrieved phonemic and coarticula-

tory information while selecting and executing a correct 

response. Similarly, exceptionally fast probe-reaction 

times of some subjects suggest that. for certain listening 

conditions speech intelligibility demands minimal processing 

capacity. This suggestion. is consistent with recent 

research (Hirst, et al., 1980) which questions whether human 

information processing resources are. limited. One subject 

volunteered that the probe-reaction time task was actually 

easier than the baseline reaction-time task •. Notably, 

exceptionally fast vOice-response and probe-reaction times 

were recorded almost exclusively for 2550-Hz and no-filter 

conditons. This finding implies that persons listening to 
\ 

degraded speech or persons with signifLcant hearing losses 

may have more difficulty in simultaneously using different 

mental processes and in allocating mental resources. 

In canclusion, objective and subjective SIA, SIS and 
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SIE measures met speech intelligibility assumptions to vary-

ing d~grees. Accordingly, their clinical and research util

ity also varies. Because the objective SIA measure, subjec

tive measures, and the objective SIS measure to a lesser 

extent, best met speech intelligibility assumptions, audio

logists should prefer them for testing individual clinical 

patients. Researche~s studying group trends, however, may 

use objective and subjective measures of all dimensions. 

Topics requiring more research include: 1) effects of other 

types of speech degradation (high- and band-pass filtering, 

signal attenuation, speech-to-competition rati~, speech 

compression, room reverberation) on SIS and SIE, 2) .effects 

of auditory impairment (peripheral hearing loss, presbycusis, 

central auditory dysfunction) on SIS and SIE., 3) effective

ness of magnitude estimati~n during hearing aid selection, 

and 4) perceptual limits of SIA, SIS and SIE as a function 

of listening conditions, practice, and accuracy-speed-ease 

interactions. 
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APPENDIX A 

ONO 'l'lORD LISTS 

~;h~1_1 List 1 List -2 List 2 ~;h~1_1 Liflt 3 
tough wIsh-*' goal-- choose * gap S1iine-
make tooth nose weep toll work 
ripe bean * rail dam faith yam 
fall * fit dire bought + what bell 
home boat choice jet * with size 
knife * pad t.all soul gull bar ~~ 

rose + dime puff met hut + dip 
loop me.ss + moon + talk rouge chin 
yearn van late fern life keen 
boil lease vine hash * rat four 
shore cape nurse wag + lake + leave 
merge patch ring pave kid jail ~~ 

kite + jar love + gain soon noise 
ditch goose coat * which toss more * 
sob salve hide tire rig fade 
chore name ship dodge perch house 
thin gale fake lead mate purge 
jug hull this * pan bush + man * 
seize pick suck red dab room 
toad dead * germ root head well * 
wood + hate hill much + dike joke 
route sun should beam numb + keg 
shirt check beg car sheep pod 
king wheel cob leak vote tone + 
lag + wreck south sap piece sung 

+ = probe-reaction time words 

* = voice-response time words 
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~U!_~ ~i~_li: List 5 List 5 List 6 List 6 
net phone chalk- kIii't-* web--- bad---
pack job light hush si t turn + 
till tower gaze + dim cheese map 
wail + keep thought then birth door 
foot wig veil yoke fire veal 
shut chief wire coal raise wing 
hire loud match peg niece shock 
take rage nudge tease jam + cool i~ 

war * give -fivE'! half cat bud 
hoof thumb + food + care move knock 
mop * deal lean cab i~ chain wife 
date * birch beach tell whip dig 
dose cash back dock * live howl 
mill i~ pause juine + pull search + hike 
nice lap nag sing + tube pope 
when can * boot good lawn jot 
sock right shop town· pace cage * 
said serve d a '.J'n hot rug dull + 
shake youth + luck worm + get * bed 
chum pool sore rough shone * night 
void rice sail limb gone calf + 
mirth bone purse mean sour look 
read long zeal bathe i~ hiss team 
loan gas myth * purse rush fan * 
him + bug + raid cup pole mode 

+ = probe-reaction time words 

* = voice-re,ponse time words 
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Li~!_l List 7 List 8 List 8 ll~!_2. List 9 
cheek * WI"t--- hiII-- shawI- sane word-*" 
face save + poor moss hen dish 
gym have * daze * gin ~f catch cheer 
gun dumb thing noose + sin thine 
bun big ivet muff pun ball 
pine mole wake dive mire + lathe 
sure neck hoop their haze pill 
call note cheap ~f bath deck mud ~f 

pass mouth gu.ide din got lip 
reach side pose bi te voice rag 
top + mine week lock yes mop 
ridge 1f fish vowel rot * nail + lack + 
young geese seek * some book beat 
far coke * hurl learn + white + wrong 
laugh + was jerk page curve tool ~~ 

heat + such sad gear power girl 
rib sack cough tip soap + shout 
join hole calm + lash + fudge * jazz 
caught vague + gag fuss shade chair 
third bet tough tin both watch 
nap did near shoot dog ~f reap 
lose lead foam reel roof loaf 
doom tar * bag wheat + ham cut 
loot pearl rode cub tick feet 
shall tape rain loathe need time 

+ = probe-reaction time words 

* - voice-response time words 
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1i~lQ Li st 10 
bake j acre--
cause chat 
towel meek 
hurt gore * 
burn + neat * 
loose safe 
path cone 
sub lot 
hit run ~~ 

fool load 
den chill 
pile * while 
cell hair 
rob fine 
your + deep + 
nick + palm 
mood thatch * 
guess sag + 
lung bit 
rope cave 
shack death 
wash witch 
judge ride 
mouse coin 
peak term 

+ = probe-reaction time words 

* = voice-respohse ti~e words 
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APPENDIX B 

EVERYDAY SPEECH SENTENCES 

1i~!_1 
1. Put the cookie back in the box! 
2. Here are your shoes. 
3. Do you want to wash up? 
4. They ate enough green apples to make th~m sick for a week. 

List 2 
r:-Everbody should brush his teeth after meals. 
2. Believe me! 
3. Wait for me at the corner in front of the drugstore. 
4. Pass the bread and butter please! 

List 3 
r:-no-you think that she should stay out so late? 
2. This suit needs to go to the cleaners. 
3. I don't think I'll have any dessert. 
4. Children like candy. 

List~ 
1. How do you feel about changing the time when we begin 

work? 
2. If your tooth hurts that much you ought to see a dentist. 
3. What are you hiding under your coat? 
4. Don't let the dog out of the house! 

List 5 
T-.-nid you forget to shut off the water? 
2. Why should I get up so early in the morning? 
3. My brother's in town for a short while on business. 
4. You can catch the bus across the street. 

List 6, 
r:-Time's up. 
2. How come I should always be the one to go fir~t? 
3. The show's over. 
4. You can catch the bus across the street. 

List 7 
1:-no;'t try to get out of it this time! 
2. Move out of thp. way! 
3e Everything's all right. 
4. What's new? 



List 8 
r:-They're not listed in the phone book. 
2. Let's get a cup of coffee. 
3. Should we let little children go to the movies hy them

selves? 
4. It's raining. 

List 9 
T:--She"j 11 only be gone a few minutes. 
2." I'll take sugar and cream in my coffee. 
3. Where can I find a place to park? 
4. I haven't read a newspaper since we bought a television 

set. 

&1~1_1Q 
1. Hurry up! 
2. Stand there and don't move until I tell you! 
3. I'll carry the package for you. 
4. It's no trouble at all. 

Li st 11 
1:--If-we don't get rain soon, we'll have no grass. 
2. I'll catch up with you later. 
3. See you later. 
4. It's no trouble at all. 

List 12 
1:-The;e's a big piece of cake left over from dinner. 
2. I'll think it over. 
3. I'd like some ice cream with my pie. 
4. How do you spell your name? 

List 13 
1:-People ought to see a doctor once a year. 
2. Wait just a minute! 
3. Breakfast is ready. 
4. Don't forget to pay your bill before the first of the 

month. 

List-1~. 
1. Where have you been all this time? 
2. I don't want to go to the movies tonight. 
3. There isn't enough paint to finish the room. 
4. There's no enough room in the kitchen for a new table. 

Li~!-12 
1. You'll get fat eating candy. 
2. Music always cheers me up. 
3. If you don't want these old magazines, throw them out. 
4. It's time to go. 

6b 
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Li st, 16 
r:-rishing in a mountain stream is my idea of a good time. 
2. I'll see you right after lunch. 
3. Those windows are so dirty I can't see anything outside. 
4. That's right. 

Li st 17 
1:-Walking's my favorite exercise. 
2. Have you been working hard lately? 
3. Weeds are spoiling the yard. 
4. It's a real dark knight so watch your driving. 

List 18 
r:-Y-like those big red apples we always get in the fall. 
2. White shoes are awful to keep clean. 
3. The phone call's for you. 
4. Be careful not to break your glasses! 

!!!~~_12. 
1. Good morning. 
2. Open your window before you go to bed! 
3. Here we go. 
4. Let's get out of here before it's too late. 

List 20 
T:--Where are you gOing? 
2. It would be much easier if everyone would help. 
3. There's a goon ballgame this afternoon. 
4. Come here when I call you! 

List 21 
1:-Fathers spend more time with their Children than they 

used to. 
2. Look out! 
3. Don't use up all the paper when you write your letter. 
4. Why don't they paint walls some other color? 

List 22 
T-.-stop fooling around! 
2. Here's a nice quiet place to rest. 
3. The morning paper didn't say anything about rain this 

afternoon or tonight. 
4. I'm sorry. 

List 23 
r:-Our-janitor sweeps the floors every night. 
2. Call me a little later! 
3. Call her on the phone and tell her the news. 
4. How do you know? 
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1. We live a few miles from the main road. 
2. Where is he? 
3. I don't know what's wrong with the car, but it won't 

start. 
4. How are you? 
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APPENDIX C 

INSTRUCTIONS 

~~gnit~£~ ~~!1m~!1£ll 

You will now hear a man saying groups of four simple 

sentences in a background of noise. Your understanding of 

each group of sentences may vary. Your task is to tell me 

how accurately, quickly or easily you understand each group 

of sentences by assigning numbers to them after you hear 

them. Call the first group of sentences any number that 

seems appropriate to you. Then as~ign'numbers to other 

groups of sentences in such a way that they reflect your 

subjective impressions. There is no limit to the range of 

numbers you may use. You may use whole numbers, decimals 

or fractions. 

Let me further explain what I mean by accurately, 

quickly or easily. Suppose I were to have you draw some 

figures. How accurately you would draw the figures refers 

to how true to form they are drawn. How quickly refers to 

how much time it takes you to draw the figureB~ Finally, how 

easily refers to how much attention or effort it requires 

for you to draw the figures. Two people may be able to draw 

the figures equally accurately, but one person may do it 

without much effort while another may have to really attend 



to draw the figures. 

Similarly, how accurately you understand the sen

tences refers to how correctly you think you understand 

them. How quickly refers to how much time you think it 

takes you to understand the sentences. And how easily re

~ers to how much attention or effort you think it takes to 

understand the sentences. 

Finally, the signs in front of you will remind you 

whether you are ~esponding to how accurately, quickly:or 

easily you understand the sentences. Do you have any ques

tions? 

~~1iE~~~~cti£~!i~_!~~!iEg 

During the next four minutes the light on the wall 

will come on at different times. You should turn off the 

light as quickly as possible by pushing the button. Do 

not push the button unless you see the light. Do you under

stand these instructions? 

Pro~~~~~cti£E~Tim~_!~!iEg 

You will now hear a man saying some words. You 

should repeat back the words as quickly and correctly as 

possible immediately after you hear them. The man saying 

the words will say the phrase "say the word" before the word 

you are to repeat. Just repeat the word after the phrase 

"say the word". For example, if the man were to say "say 

the word dog" you would repeat only the word "dog". If the 



man said "say the word cat" you would repeat only the word 

"cat". Even though some of the words may ·be· difficult to 

understand, you should always try to guess at them. 
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At different times during this task the light will 

come on. You should turn it off as quickly as possible by 

pushing the button. However, it is extremely important that 

you do not let repeating back the words quickly or pushing 

the button quickly interfere with correctly repeating the 

words. That is, you should use only your left-over atten

tion to turn off the light. To insure that you always try 

to guess correctly at the words I will give you one-half 

6ent for every sound you repeat correctly. Accordingly, you 

can receive 1i cents per wond. Therefore, it is important 

for you to guess at a word even though you may not understand 

the entirel.word. Finally, do not push the button unless 

you see the light. Do you unders+.and these instructions? 
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